Oliver Adjustment Continues to Achieve Year-Over-Year
Revenue Growth with Roydan’s Bloodhound® Debt
Collection Solution
There is tremendous market opportunity for today’s debt collection agencies.
But many are struggling to take advantage due to limited infrastructure and
budgets. Those companies rising to the top have found a way to capitalize on
this opportunity by increasing efficiency and collector productivity and
streamlining the change management process. Oliver Adjustment Company
of Kenosha and Racine Inc. is one of those companies.
Providing third-party collection services to local companies in Wisconsin for
over 60 years, Oliver Adjustment relies on the Bloodhound debt management
solution from ROYDAN Enterprises, Ltd. to manage its operations. “My father
always said you have to spend money to make money. And in our case, the
old adage certainly proved to be true. Within the first six months of using
Bloodhound, we improved our productivity by 30% and, consequently,
increased our revenue by 6%,” says Gloria Gerber, Co-owner of Oliver
Adjustment Company of Kenosha & Racine Inc.
Prior to choosing Bloodhound, Oliver Adjustment leveraged debt collection
solutions from the same vendor for 20 years. But over time, as the vendor
grew larger and its solutions more complex, Oliver Adjustment found itself
lost in the mix. “Our previous vendor became far too large for us, and it was
not providing the personal attention or level of service we needed,” says
Gerber. “It was frustrating and had a negative impact on our customers’
experience and our own productivity levels.”
Oliver Adjustment didn’t have to look far for a new solution. “ROYDAN is a
local company, so we were already familiar with Bloodhound and its positive
reputation. The Software as a Service (SaaS) model meant we would no
longer have to contend with the headaches of managing IT in house.”
Implementing a new solution after 20 years is a daunting task for any
organization. But Gerber says Oliver Adjustment’s experience deploying
Bloodhound was extremely positive. “It was a seamless operation. ROYDAN
was tremendously helpful, providing support throughout the entire process.”
Gerber says the collectors were thrilled with the new software. “Within two
months everyone was completely comfortable with the system. Whereas our
old system was very complex and the training process tedious, the Windowsbased Bloodhound system is extremely intuitive and easy-to-use.”

Business
Challenge
Increase productivity
and efficiency of
operations to deliver
new and enhanced
services, increase
customer satisfaction,
support business
growth, and achieve a
competitive
advantage.

Results
30% productivity
increase in first 30
days; 6% revenue
increase in first six
months; 24% revenue
increase to date since
2009; collectors
making 60% more
calls and talking to
20% more people
each week.

Streamlined Operations, Automation, and Improved Efficiency
Deliver Benefits Across the Organization
“Since implementing Bloodhound, we have realized 6% year-over-year
revenue growth – that is an increase of over 24% in less than five years. The
system is allowing us to collect more accounts more efficiently and to handle
an increase in volume of collections with fewer staff. All of those
improvements are contributing to our bottom line. Our investment in
Bloodhound has clearly paid off,” says Gerber.
The company has realized significant productivity benefits with Bloodhound.
For example, the process of inputting a new account has been greatly
simplified. “One of our clients sends us anywhere from 700-1000 new
accounts each week. In the past, manually inputting the new accounts into
our system would take two clerical people three days minimum to complete.
With Bloodhound, those same two employees are done in one day – that
66% increase in productivity is saving the company four full work days.”
Improved productivity has also enabled Oliver Adjustment to take on more
business and larger clients, some with several millions of dollars in turnover a
year. For example, when a client fired one of its debt collection agencies, they
transferred 8,000 new accounts to Oliver Adjustment. “In the past, an influx
of this magnitude would have been overwhelming with our existing staff; we
would have needed at least two to three more employees. But adding just
one employee would decrease our revenue by 10%,” explains Gerber. “But
with Bloodhound in place, we didn’t miss a beat and we didn’t need to
increase our staff. In fact, we collected far more than our client initially
anticipated. With Bloodhound there are no longer any limits to what we can
do.”

Taking Advantage of Technology
Oliver Adjustment is taking advantage of a number of features that are driving
improvements across operations. The ability to support electronic transfers
has been an important addition, particular when dealing with larger clients.
Automated functionality like CallCommand has also proven to be a significant
game changer. “Our collectors love this automated dialer feature. They can
manage thousands of calls in a week versus hundreds using a manual
system,” says Gerber. “Today, our collectors are making about 60% more calls
and talking to approximately 20% more people each week. The more calls
they are able to make, the more people they are able to talk to, and the more
money they are able to make because they work on commission.”
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Today, every document and communication that comes into and out of
Oliver Adjustment, whether from a client or a debtor, is scanned and saved
into the Bloodhound system. “The document imaging feature is fantastic,”
says Gerber. “Now, when a client or a debtor calls one of our collectors, they
can immediately call up all of the information in our system, such as letters or
images, and quickly provide the caller with the information they are looking
for. This is saving us tremendous time because we are often able to resolve
questions or issues right there on the spot versus having to go back and forth
looking for information, asking and answering questions, verifying data, etc.”
Gerber says Bloodhound’s ClientConnect and ViewPoint products also
provide them with essential visibility into both company and individual
performance. “It is so easy to run and pull reports with Bloodhound versus
our old system. I am now able to review performance levels for each
collector. And when a client requests information I can quickly access that
data and provide them with the details over the phone or send it to them in
an e-mail. For this reason alone our customers love the system.”
Oliver Adjustment is also using Eterna to ensure compliance. Eterna is an
integrated testing application that enables Oliver Adjustment to reinforce an
employee’s regulatory knowledge and improve overall proficiency by
incorporating a required test question as they log into the Bloodhound
software system. The user is then provided instant feedback as a way to
reinforce learning. Additionally, management gains a clearer understanding
of learning gaps, which can serve as a basis for additional employee
discussions and training. “Ensuring compliance is vital in this business, but it
can be difficult given the fact that laws, rules and regulations are constantly
changing. With Eterna, we are making sure our staff is always aware of those
changes.”
“The ability to position ourselves as a modern business using cutting-edge
technology is a true competitive advantage. We have absolutely secured new
business because we can offer potential clients the high level of information
and services they are looking for. Over the past couple of years we have seen
some of our local competitors go out of business. I don’t know what they
were doing wrong, but it does tell me that we are doing something right.”
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A Partner for the Long Term
ROYDAN has continued to provide Oliver Adjustment with the attention and
level of support Gerber says they needed. “ROYDAN’s customer service is
excellent. Making such a giant switch is scary and potentially disastrous. For
us, however, it has been a wonderful experience. Everyone at ROYDAN is
knowledgeable about the solution; I have never met anyone who didn’t have
the answers I was looking for. Today, if we have a question, ROYDAN gets
back to us that very same day, if not immediately.”
Reflecting back over the years since first implementing the system, Gerber
says she is very happy the company took the plunge and invested in the
Bloodhound system. “We spent money and we are making money. That is the
mark of a great investment.”

About ROYDAN Enterprises Ltd.
Roydan was founded to help collection agencies grow, making their jobs
easier, improving productivity, and increasing overall profitability. While they
continue to stay ahead of the curve as new technology evolves, the most
important advances have come through understanding the customers’ wants
and needs. They leverage that insight with technology to discover new ways
to streamline collection functions and improve accountability. Visit
roydan.com for more information.
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